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St John’s College, Cambridge CB2 1TP, England, UK

myself also, but I really can't remember those
details because my focus has been to look at
our industry as a businessman rather then as an
academic. I measure my progress in dollars and
in the number of friendships that I have made.
The latter are very ample; the former, I can't
comment on too much: but I can tell you that
when I look at my company's financial
statements sometimes the numbers look like
Hippel's tables of dielectric loss factors.
Ricky and Bob recalled and mentioned almost
all of the key names in the history of our
technology. I too know most of them, but my
approach is not to duplicate but rather to focus
on the lessons that I have learned. I will pass a
number of these on to you in this article as
thoughts for the future, which will hopefully
save you the expenditure of time that it took me
to draw these conclusions.
Since Ricky and Bob dated their first
experience with MWs, I am glad to say I have
been there longer! You of course can all also
recognize me in the photo on page 2 with my
first ''MW processing system'' in 1951. Most
will recognize me: I look exactly the same
today! In any case, I was operating a new MW
radar system, which in those days had the
remarkable feature to automatically control a
120mm aircraft gun. The ''applicator'' is
depicted behind me in the photograph. To
equate this to an industrial microwave
processing system as used in a factory, there is
in this process the production foreman whom I
called “ sergeant”. He was a man of few words,
in fact only one word, and “fire!” The machine
operator who I call “corporal” was also of
singular purpose because when he heard the
foreman’s utterance, his job was just to pull a
lanyard to start the process. Through-put was
then quite rapid, about four thousand feet per
second, and the entire process was
accompanied with considerable noise and
fumes.
This initial experience with an MW system was
quite interesting. Similar to a home MW oven
continued on page 2
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many of the young pioneers at that time that Bob has
listed in his honour roll. I particularly admired John Gerling
Sr. who had a knack for commercializing microwave
technology into definable products. John was working for
what was then the industrial microwave division of Litton
Industries.
After a few years his company decided to leave off the
industrial microwave business, much to my surprise, and
John Gerling left the company. I saw that as excellent
opportunity to join forces with John to really grow the
industrial markets. In evaluating the merits of the potential
relationship I decided to call a manager in the company to
ask him about John and why they dropped out of the
industrial microwave market. He explained that they felt
that microwaves would develop as a substantial product
for convenience in consumer home ovens and that market
would be far greater than the industrial market. I couldn't
believe what he said; who would ever think that
microwaves would be in the home! Big business mistake
number two for me!

My First
MW Processing
System

where the operator really doesn't know what's happening
inside or whether the meal is hot enough until he tastes it,
the concept of an automatic radar tracking system at that
time seemed magical. Just in case the operator didn't
believe that the gun was tracking precisely, the system had
an optical telescope that followed the beam of the tracking
radar. In any case, while training I turned on the MW
generators, acquired an echo signal, and put the tracking
system into automatic. I then looked through the telescope
to see what had been acquired. Much to my surprise it was
tracking a young nurse who was walking in the area. I had
locked onto her zipper, which in those days was made out
of brass and had a high reflection coefficient. I watched her
in the cross hair that followed her with sort of a jerky
motion. I was very young and didn't know much about
zippers in those days so I shut down the radar, left the van
and went to talk to her. As I approached to tell her what I
had just experienced, she said that she felt quite warm,
which immediately made me feel quite flattered. I thought
it was my charm because at that time I didn't realize the
effect of dipole rotation.

The two mistakes mentioned above cause me to list for
you:
Lesson number one: Focusing on your market can be
much more important than focusing on your technology.
John and I never got together, we each were stuck in our
own geography, he liked California and I liked
Connecticut. We ended up with a fine relationship, but of
the opposite polarity, we became competitors.
McDonnell Douglas (McDD), an aerospace Company also
with a military background, saw potential for industrial
microwave markets. Because of the space program McDD
had a lot of capability in vacuum chambers to simulate
outer space environments. They also had very strong
system management capabilities. Why not use these to
advantage? I met Fred Wear, the McDD scientist who was
heading the project to develop microwave and vacuum
technology for the drying of grain on a massive scale for
the US Department of Agriculture. Cober was the supplier
of the microwave technology and McDD the vacuum and
the overall system management.

You would have thought that the 120mm gun tracking her
would be alarming to her, but as I looked back at it, I saw
that it was exactly opposite, 180° out of phase. Somehow,
I had again reversed the polarity on the servo system (it was
not a new experience for me). It was only two wires but it
demonstrated to me a potentially dangerous personal fault
and as it turned out, was one of the reasons that I later
chose a career in business instead of engineering.

The result after a couple of years of work was an
outstanding machine that continuously fed grain into a
microwave vacuum chamber and dried it at extremely high
speeds. It was a pilot system. I remember the day at the US
Department of Agriculture station in Georgia before a large
audience when the machine was unveiled and
demonstrated publicly for the first time. It worked
perfectly. Fred and I were very happy because we had
demonstrated feasibility. We were now ready to
commercialize the process and supply equipment to dry
billions of tons of grain produced annually in the US food
belt. There was only one problem, the potential customers,
grain drying companies and farmers, wanted to see pilot
production on a larger scale than the lab system, which we
demonstrated. Another machine was produced.

I founded Cober Electronics with my partner Sandy
Jacobson in 1966, the same year that IMPI started. My
initial business of course was military radar and countermeasures. The business had a good start because we
opened by buying out a portion of Manson Laboratories
which was the company that we were working for at the
time. As a young MBA with a technical background I was
sure that military markets were too cyclical and
complicated and the potential for industrial microwaves in
the future would be substantial. This was one of my first
major market miscalculations knowing what I see of
turmoil in the world today.
I joined IMPI in 1967 right after it started and I got to know
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Microwave-Assisted Organic Synthesis (MAOS)
at the University of Graz
by Prof. C. Oliver Kappe
Karl-Franzens-University of Graz
Austria

•
•
•

In the past few years, heating and
driving synthetic organic reactions
on a laboratory scale by microwave energy has been an
increasingly popular theme in the scientific community.
This technique is slowly moving from a laboratory
curiosity to an established method heavily used in both
academia and industry. The efficiency of “microwave flash
heating” in dramatically reducing reaction times (from days
and hours to minutes and seconds) is just one of the many
advantages.

•

polymer-supported reagents, catalysts and scavengers)
with microwave protocols
Investigate the existence of “microwave effects” in
organic synthesis
Develop scale-up protocols for MAOS in batch and
continuous flow
Perform organic synthesis in microwave-generated
near-critical water (300°C, 80 bar)
Expand microwave chemistry into biochemical
processes (biocatalysis, proteomics)

For our research we utilize exclusively commercially
available microwave reactors (2.45 GHz) specifically
designed for organic synthesis. Currently, we are using the
following systems in Graz:
• Singe mode MW reactor (300 W) for small scale batch
reactions (0.2-20 mL, 0-20 bar), with integrated robotics
for automated vessel transfer (Biotage SynthesizerTM and
InitiatorTM)
• Single mode MW reactor (300 W) for batch (open and
closed vessel, 0.5-125 mL) and continuous flow
processing (CEM DiscoverTM/VoyagerTM)
• Multimode MW reactors (1000 W and 1400 W) for
parallel reactions, batch scale up (ca 1 litre max
processing volume) high-temperature organic chemistry
(300°C, 80 bar), and for using pre-pressurized vessels
(Milestone MicroSYNTHTM, and Anton Paar Synthos
3000TM)

The initial slow uptake of MAOS technology since its start
in 1986 has been attributed to the original lack of
controllability and reproducibility, coupled to a general
lack of understanding of the basics of microwave dielectric
heating. However, since the late 1990s the number of
publications related to MAOS has increased dramatically
to a point where it becomes rather obvious that in a few
years most synthetic chemists will probably use microwave
energy to heat and drive chemical reactions on a
laboratory scale. As of 2003 many of the top
pharmaceutical, agrochemical and biotechnology
companies are already heavily using MAOS as a frontline
methodology for the preparation of organic molecules and
lead optimization as they realize the ability of this enabling
technology to speed chemical reactions.

Since the year 2000 our group has published numerous
research articles, reviews, book chapters, feature articles
etc reporting many different applications of microwave
heating in organic synthesis utilizing the above mentioned
reactors. In most instances microwave-assisted heating has
been shown to be a very valuable reaction optimization
method since it dramatically reduces reaction times,
typically from days or hours to minutes or seconds. Many
reaction parameters can be evaluated in a few days to
optimize the desired chemistry. Compounds can then be
rapidly synthesized using this technology, either in parallel
or sequential mode. This has resulted in a significant
increase in productivity, with group members advancing
their projects much faster than with conventional heating
methods.

Our experience in MAOS at the University of Graz goes
back to the mid-1990’s when we attempted the first
microwave chemistry experiments in domestic kitchen
microwave ovens. Attending a stimulating lecture on
microwave-assisted chemistry by Dr. Rajender Varma (see
AMPERE Newsletter, Issue 29, 2001) in Hungary in 1998
led to a fruitful collaboration with his team in the U.S. and
ultimately “jump-started” our own research efforts in this
area.
Since 1999 the focus of our research group in Graz is on
microwave chemistry employing dedicated single- and
multimode microwave reactors. We are currently in the
process of establishing a “Center for Microwave Synthesis”
in Graz, integrating equipment and expertise from different
multidisciplinary areas on our campus. Funding for
research at the planned Center comes from National and
European Funding agencies and through industrial
contributions.

The success stories of microwave-heating in organic
synthesis are manifold and have been documented in many
recent publications. In total, there are more than 2500
publications in the scientific literature on performing
organic synthesis by microwaves. Given the advantages of
microwave synthesis one has to wonder why not
everybody is using it. One of the reasons is probably
mental inertia, as the use of this new technology no doubt
requires a change in the synthetic chemist's mindset,
abandoning the traditional favorite tools of the trade such
as heating mantles, oil baths or hot plates for something
different. Another reason holding the field back is certainly
prices. The cheapest of the new generation of dedicated

The main research interests of our group are to:
• Discover novel chemistry and reactivity in organic
synthesis with the aid of microwave heating
• Integrate high-throughput synthesis technologies
(parallel synthesis, solid-phase organic synthesis, use of
-3-
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A business, on the other hand, is something that provides a
tool or a service or a solution that is focused on the
satisfaction of the customer's needs rather then only on a
technology. Learning the customer's business makes this
more apparent. The answer to a heating problem could be
infrared, hot air, steam, RF, microwaves, or combinations of
these. The food machinery business, the semi-conductor
machinery business, the rubber production machinery
business, the ceramic industry machinery business, etc.are real businesses, each requiring unique knowledge and
experience.

This system was three stories high with more than two
hundred kilowatts of microwave power. I was not at the
unveiling of that machine but the accountants were and
while we reveled in the technical success, the accountants
eventfully concluded that the capital cost for megawatt
scale production equipment was not economical when
compared to the drying capability of the sun plus gas fired
hot air.
Grain was only worth a few pennies a kilogram. On the
other hand, the active ingredients in drugs and
pharmaceuticals can be worth fifty thousand dollars a
kilogram: a big difference! The technology that was
developed from the grain drier permitted McDD to help
commercialize
microwave
vacuum
drying
of
pharmaceuticals, a very active and productive technology
today.

A competitor built a mobile high power MW system which
was installed on a truck and had an applicator focused on
the asphalt pavement. The concept was that ''amazing''
MWs beamed into the roadbed, while the truck was
travelling, would heat and reconditioned old and cracked
asphalt. I thought, what a great idea! Our competitive
response was to build an MW system that was installed on
the front of a railroad locomotive with an applicator
beaming down at the ice on frozen railroad tracks. We
would melt the ice ahead of the train as the train moved. It
would certainly save a lot of shoveling.

Lesson number two: Microwave technology & equipment
are expensive. Use it to process high value materials.
We built a continuous pilot system for the cooking and
rendering of meats and bacon for US Department of
Agriculture. My dear friend Bob Schiffman assisted with the
food technology and my company, Cober Electronics,
made the system. During testing, we ate bacon off the
production line until our stomachs ached and we came to
the conclusion that with our microwave techniques we
could get higher yields in cooking bacon. Great
technology, but the food industry was selling precooked
bacon to chains like McDonald's and others by the piece
and not by the pound. It was not just a microwave machine
like we had, but also a microwave machine and a high
speed-slicing machine that mattered. Raytheon and others
succeeded in that business because they took a broader
view.

Lesson number five: Microwaves provide heat, not magic.
Think of the practicality.
While I am at it, I should throw in a similar lesson, which
is controversial but based on long experience.
Lesson number six: Non-thermal effects are wishful
thinking and pie in the sky.
A kilowatt of MWs only heats materials that are receptive;
whereas a kilowatt of hot air will heat anything. My
experience has involved me in countless applications
based upon the principal benefit of MWs: high speed.
Since the number of kilowatts that can be installed on the
system relates to quantity and power of the microwave
generators, speeds can be as high as the number of
kilowatts on the system. The rule of thumb is that MWs are
about five times faster than hot air. Unfortunately, we tend
to think of speed in terms of the time it takes to process an
individual part and not the overall time it takes to process
the total daily production. To make an extreme example for
the purpose of explanation, let us say that the
conventional hot air process takes one hour while the
microwave process can do the same part in one minute.
However, the user with his conventional process can put
sixty parts in a hot air oven at one time. The total
production, therefore, of either the microwave system or
the conventional system is exactly the same.

Lesson number three: Don’t get hung up only on
microwaves. Learn your customer’s business: it’s vitally
important.
Several very brilliant scientists started Astex Corporation
some years ago. They focused on MW plasma technology,
chemical vapor deposition, making diamond coating with
MWs, etc. To me their technology seemed unique and
while they got involved in many different applications,
some were also focused on the semi-conductor industry.
Diamonds sound exciting, but it was semi-conductors that
were really growing because of the onset of the computer
age. I saw that in a few years Astex then focused on the
semi-conductor business and confined their activities
almost totally to that area. The emphasis on microwaves
became subordinate to a business concept that focused on
semi-conductor processing machinery and Astex then grew
very rapidly. They are now part of MKS Corporation, one of
the world's largest suppliers of semi-conductor processing
equipment.

Lesson number seven: When using microwaves, think total
productivity rather than individual part processing.
I think that the lessons from my experience are clear and
can be summed up in one general overall message.

Lesson number four: The word “microwaves” describes a
technology not a business.
-4-
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Equipment for Toxic Waste
and Sludge Treatment

Further, the introduction of microwave energy downstream
in a special incinerator (fig.3) produces suitable reactions
such as the release of chlorine or halogens from the
molecules. Finally, microwaves are used to create a plasma
torch (fig.4), the high temperature of which destroys the
molecules and fumes to atoms and to metal oxides thus
reducing the residual of the waste and the ensuing
pollution. The cost of the equipment so far is 3.5 million
Euros, an amount borrowed from IMI, an Italian financial
institution. A substantial part of this loan will be repaid
once the system is operational and savings follow from not
having to transport and damp the toxic waste.

by Prof. Alberto Breccia
This project is a collaboration between DIEMME Spa near
Bologna and Professor A Breccia who has been involved
with microwave heating for a number of years now. It is a
pilot scheme in industry where microwaves are used at a
number of locations for processing toxic waste and sludge
as a means of reclaiming some by-products. The dual effect
of the microwave power is used to dry and destroy the
product. The wastes contain initially a high percentage of
water and toxic compounds. Originally the moisture
content is reduced to about 80% using a DIEMME filter
press. Microwaves are then used in a screw-type applicator
(fig.1) to reduce the moisture levels to less than 25% using
a number of microwave sources (fig.2) feeding the energy
in the long applicator.

Figure 3

For more information contact
Prof. Alberto Breccia at
albertobreccia@libero.it
or tel: +39 335 6666 202
Figure 1

Figure 2
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Microwave-Assisted Organic Synthesis
at the University of Graz
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microwave reactors for organic synthesis currently sells for
about 20.000 € which is beyond the buying power of many
laboratories. More elaborate systems geared toward the
drug discovery industry that have integrated automation
capabilities or an added scale-up option involving
continuous flow cells are considerably more expensive.
Despite this fact it is clear that microwave synthesis is an
enabling technology that is here to stay. In 5-10 years we
are probably going to see a microwave reactor in every
academic and industrial synthetic laboratory. They will
truly become the “Bunsen burners of the twenty-first
century.”

Lesson number eight: Bottom line is that economics can
matter much more than the technology.
Customers care about money and cost on both short and
long term bases. Ricky criticized me in the past for
seeming pessimistic about our beloved technology, but that
is not the case. My objective is to be practical and
extremely customer oriented. That is why I helped create
the Microwave Working Group that has been producing
the World Congresses on microwave and RF processing. I
am president of that group and we take particular pride in
our mission, which is to Bridge Science, Technology and
Applications. It is ''the applications'' focus that makes the
Microwave Working Group unique. And it is a pleasure for
me to work with the MWG team toward this customeroriented focus that our industry needs so very much.

Apart from our activities in chemical research, the Center
has a strong commitment toward education and training.
Beginning in 2003 a series of short courses on microwave
chemistry has been introduced that are being held in Graz
(and other locations) on a regular basis. For the American
Chemical Society, (ACS) a one-day version of this short
course was created and is taught at least twice a year at the
ACS national meetings. In addition, Graz has hosted a
multidisciplinary European Science Foundation (ESF)
workshop on “Microwave Chemistry and Microwave
Effects” in September of 2004. Our group also maintains
the Microwave Synthesis WebPages at (www.maos.net)
where various relevant up-to-date information on this topic
is kept.

I said in the beginning of this article that I will not focus on
repeating names from the past, but I must say that some
very fine engineers worked for me over the years. Without
them and the many wonderful customers, we could not
have installed so many new applications over the past 38
years. I specifically honor Wally Hickman, I. R. ''Dick''
Wayne, Dr. Charlie Buffler, Dr. Z. Y. Shen, Jerry White and
Vern Magnuson. They kept the polarity straight for me. It is
far better to keep your eyes on the target all the time so that
the cannon won't be aimed backwards.
Bernard Krieger, CEO Cober Electronics, Managing Director of
CobberMuegge LLC, President of the Microwave Working Group

Prof. C. Oliver Kappe, Institute of Chemistry, Karl-FranzensUniversity of Graz, Austria

For more details contact the author at +1 203 8558755
or email bern@cober.com

For more information, see www.maos.net or contact the author at
Tel/fax +43-316-3805352 /3809840
or email oliver.kappe@uni-graz.at
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News & Events
JAPAN Symposium gets super
attendance with an excellent programme

4th World Congress
at Austin, Texas, USA
November 7th to 12th 2004 USA

The International Symposium of Microwave Science and its
Application to Related Fields, took place at the Sunport
Takamatsu International Convention Hall, Takamatsu Japan
July 28-30, 2004. The Symposium was sponsored by the
Institute of Research and Innovation (IRI) and Japan
Industrial Technology Association (JITA) under the
Executive Committee Chairperson Professor Shunsaku
Katoh. Prior to the above Symposium a Seminar was held
bearing the title “2004 Asian Seminar on Microwave and
Radio Frequency Activation of Reactions of Organic
Molecules or Polymer Chemistry” under the chairmanship
of Professor Albert Gourdenne of ENSIACET, Toulouse,
France. Some 150 delegates attended the Seminar which
dealt with the principles and application of microwaves
and chemistry.

This Congress is organised in conjunction with the
American Institute of Chemical Engineers Fall meeting
which usually attracts 4000 attendees.
AMPERE is supporting this event.
Apart from the technical programme there will be a
pre-Congress workshop and a Technology Fair
Congress Chair: Bob Schiffmann
President of R.F. Schiffmann and Associates, Inc
Technical Programme Chair:
Diana Foltz of Virginia Polytechnic Institute

The main Symposium had three parallel sessions on multifarious topics but principally on chemistry, ceramics and
polymers. However, topics on waste reprocessing and the
medical field were touched upon. All the sessions were
very well attended with on average over 80 delegates each.
Three keynote addresses were presented namely by
Professor David Clerk, Dr AC Metaxas and Professor Shozo
Yamagida each describing important developments in the
USA, Europe and Japan respectively. Invited lectures on
specific topics were also scheduled to be given by
authorities in their respective fields. These included
Professors Dinesh Agrawal, John Binner, Andre Colmsjo,
Albert Gourdenne, Milan Hajek, Oliver Kappe, Doc Chan
Kim, Guido Link, Andre Loupy, Mike Mingos, Joseph
Pribetich, Jacob Sagiv, Chris Strauss, Rajender Varma and
Jean Francois Rochas.

Papers may be submitted at the website at
www.microwave-rf.org.
MedPower04
4th International Conference and Exhibition
on Power Generation, Transmission and Distribution
In conjunction with the IEE in Cyprus, Greece and Israel
Lemesos, Cyprus
November 15-17, 2004
For more information visit:
www.medpower04.com
AMPERE 2005
10th International Conference on Microwave
and High Frequency Heating and short course

All in all this was a well organized Symposium mainly
attended by delegates from the continent of Asia who do
not often get the opportunity to travel to Australia, Europe
and the USA to attend the main symposia in this area.

12-15 September 2005
Universita' degli Studi di Modena e Reggio Emilia,
Modena, Italy

More information from AMPERE member Yoshio Nikawa at
nikawa@kokushikan.ac.jp

For details contact:
Prof.ssa Cristina Leonelli
Dipartimento di Ingegneria dei Materiali e dell'Ambiente
Facolta' di Ingegneria
Universita' degli Studi di Modena e Reggio Emilia
Via Vignolese 905/A
41100 Modena

The information contained in this newsletter is
shown for the benefit of AMPERE members.
All contributions are believed to be correct and
AMPERE accepts no responsibility for any damage or liability
that may result from information contained in this publication.

e-mail: leonelli@unimore.it
Tel. +39 059 2056247
Fax +39 059 2056243

Readers are therefore advised to consult experts
before acting on any information contained in this newsletter.
© Association for Microwave Power in
Europe for Research and Education

To find more information about the Group please visit
www.mag.unimore.it
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